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Employee Engagement: A Critical Ingredient for Success
Engaging the right employees in the right actions continues to be a critical ingredient in how companies 
manage the diverse and uncertain economic conditions facing organizations today. Yet engagement 
remains an elusive quality. Employers are still having major retention problems and it’s costing them a 
fortune in lost productivity and employee turnover.

Employee-facing social responsibility programs are a key factor in driving employee engagement and 
retention. If employees feel as though they are part of something bigger and recognize the efforts they and 
the company make to worthy causes, they’re more likely to stay with the company.

For example, the Dale Carnegie study found that “pride in working for the company” was ranked as one of 
the top three most important drivers of employee engagement – on par with employees’ relationships with 
their direct managers and their belief in senior leadership. The study also found that 54 percent of 
employees who were proud of their company’s contributions to society are highly engaged.

Drive Business Growth with Corporate Giving Programs
As 2014 dawns, the convergence of corporate giving programs and employee engagement has never been so 
pronounced. Giving is engrained in the culture of the most successful corporations that view philanthropy as a 
cornerstone of their citizenship. At the same time, employees and job seekers are eager to join companies that 
demonstrate a commitment to social missions and local needs.

Social impact is also the new standard for customers and consumers, who steadily and increasingly deem it a 
differentiating factor in their purchasing decisions. As a result, giving programs offer the opportunity to engage 
employees, attract new talent, retain customers and enhance the company brand, all in the spirit of community. 

An October 2012 survey of

U.S. Employees

by MSW Research and 
Dale Carnegie Training 
found that only a mere

29%
of employees are fully 
engaged. 

While Aon Hewitt revealed 
some positive findings in its
2013 Global Engagement 
Research Report that only

40%
of employees worldwide
are passive or actively 
disengaged.
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When done correctly, social impact defines and differentiates a brand by expressing the heart and 
humanity of a company. The majority of job candidates place a premium on working for companies with a 
good brand. In an eye-opening statistic, nearly three in four candidates say they will accept less than their 
lowest target salary for a company with a favorable brand. This statistic was presented by Rosemary 
Haefner, CareerBuilder’s global vice president of Human resources, at the ERE Recruiting Conference & 
Expo in September 2013. 

The desire to make a social impact through work is especially true of millennials, young people between the 
ages of 21 and 32 – also known as Generation Y – who are entering the workforce in record numbers. 
            

Corporations earn a social seal of approval by offering a diverse set of giving programs that dovetail 
company values with employee interests. True societal improvement is always a major win-win.

Haefner also reported that 

companies face a increase in compensation
to lure candidates who feel a 
company’s brand is unattractive21%

compared to an
premium for candidates
who feel a brand is attractive11%

By 2014 36% of the workforce will be comprised of millennials 

who are idealistic, diverse, ambitious, and increasingly 

seeking employers that are as committed to social 

missions as much as the bottom line.
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90%
of Americans

Cone Communications’ 2013
Social Impact Study found

are more likely to trust, and would be 
more loyal to companies that back causes.

Additionally

82%

say their purchasing decisions

}{
what to buy where to buy what products

to recommend

are influenced by companies that support social issues.

Meeting Employee and Customer Expectations  
Today’s corporate philanthropy is part of a larger corporate social responsibility (CSR) platform that not 
only enhances a company’s brand among employees and job seekers, but also among customers and local 
communities. Indeed, public perception has evolved to view corporations as better equipped than 
government agencies to respond to issues such as disaster relief, humanitarian crises, and wellness and 
education needs.

Cone Communications’ 2013 Social Impact Study found that U.S. consumers have steadily and increasingly 
deemed social impact a differentiating factor not only in their purchasing decisions, but in determining 
which companies deserve their trust and affinity.  
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It’s equally important where citizens want companies to focus their corporate philanthropy. In Cone’s 2013 
study, 43% of Americans stated that companies should prioritize issues that affect the quality of life in local 
communities, while 38% preferred a focus on national issues and 20% preferred global issues.
 

Public expectations of corporate resources are even stronger when it comes to disaster relief. The Cone 
Communications 2013 Disaster Relief Tracker reported that nearly 7 in 10 consumers believe companies are 
better equipped than government agencies to respond to natural disasters.
 

When asked which issue was most important for companies to address, the overwhelming majority (44%) 
chose economic development – investing in communities through people, job creation, and infrastructure. 
This was followed by financial assistance for poverty and hunger (14%), preserving and protecting the 
environment (13%), and ensuring human rights (10%).

10%
human rights

44%
economic development

14%
poverty & hunger

13%
environment

89%

of global citizens think 
companies should leverage 

their unique assets to 
support communities.

87 %
of citizens want companies 

to play a long-term role 
in relief e�orts, not just 

immediate recovery.
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Heeding the Call

Whether engaging employees, consumers, or customers, companies must provide them with opportunities 
to take action. Offering a diverse set of giving programs provides a way to connect with cause-savvy 
stakeholders and accomplish real progress. Effective philanthropic programs include the following:

75%
At least

of U.S. consumers say they would donate, volunteer and tell friends and family about a company’s CSR efforts.

Employee Giving Programs – Encouraging 
employees to contribute is important to the 
success of any corporate philanthropic program. 
Employee giving programs include corporate 
matching gifts, employee giving campaigns, payroll 
giving, and disaster relief programs.

Volunteer Programs – The fastest growing 
segment in corporate philanthropy, ranging 
from hands-on, large-scale efforts to skills-based 
volunteering, pro bono services, and more.  One in 
four adults (26.5 percent) volunteered through an 
organization in 2012, according to research by the 
Corporation for National and Community Service and 
the National Conference on Citizenship.

Achieving the Social Seal of Approval
In addition to the engagement benefits of boosting employees’ pride in their company, consumers are also 
ready to reward caring companies with a “brand halo”:

How ready is your company to meet these high expectations when its brand and reputation are under such 
close scrutiny by employees and customers alike? Corporate giving programs create a unique opportunity 
for companies to enhance their brands, engage their employees and inspire their consumers, all while 
helping people in need.

9   10in
global citizens say they have a more favorable 
impression of a company after learning it 
supports disaster recovery. 
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